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Abstract
Recent years have seen significant growth in the cloud
computing market, both in terms of provider competi-
tion (including private offerings) and customer adoption.
However, the cloud computing world still lacks adopted
standard programming interfaces, which has a knock-
on effect on the costs associated with interoperability
and severely limits the flexibility and portability of ap-
plications and virtual infrastructures. This has brought
about an increasing number of cross-cloud architectures,
i.e. systems that span across cloud provisioning bound-
aries. This position paper condenses discussions from
the CrossCloud event series to outline the types of cross-
cloud systems and their associated design decisions, and
laments challenges and opportunities they create.
1 Introduction
Cloud applications are developed against a remote API
that is independently managed by a third party, the cloud
service provider (CSP). Instigated by changes (such as
pricing), porting an application from consuming one set
of API endpoints to another often requires a fair degree
of re-engineering especially considering that even syn-
tactically similar APIs could digress semantically [18].
As such, the increasing realisation of the inevitability
of cross-cloud computing [23, 6, 7] led to various pro-
posed solutions. As expected with such a nascent field,
there is a certain degree of confusion arising from the use
of non-convergent terminology: hybrid clouds, multi-
clouds, meta-cloud, federated clouds, etc. The first con-
tribution of this paper, thus, is to offer a coherent un-
derstanding of cross-cloud computing (§2) and the dif-
ferent terminology witnessed to date in this field. The
second contribution is a classification to capture promi-
nent efforts in this field (§3), describing their modus
operandi and commenting on their suitability and lim-
itations, and how they relate in terms of responsibility
to the different stakeholders in cloud computing. The
third and fourth contributions are a review of current
challenges (§4) and an outlook on research opportunities
(§5), respectively. These latter contributions are targeted
towards mapping the future focus of application devel-
opers and researchers in this emerging field.
2 Why cross cloud boundaries?
A cross-cloud application is one that consumes more
than one cloud API under a single version of the appli-
cation. Let’s consider a few examples drawn from real
scenarios where developers are faced with the option to
work with different APIs, i.e. cross cloud boundaries.
• Alan, an online service provider, finds that his user
base is more fleeting than he planned for: web
analytics indicates that a large proportion of users
are accessing services through mobile devices and
only for a few minutes (as opposed to hours as
Alan originally envisioned). Alan decides to change
how he manages his service infrastructure using
ephemeral virtual machines (VMs) as opposed to
dedicated long-life ones. He, thus, changes his busi-
ness plan to employ a different CSP that charges
by the minute rather than the hour, saving him hun-
dreds of dollars each month in operational expenses.
• A company is consolidating some of its internal
teams and, accordingly, their respective services
will be unified into a single platform. Bella, the
company’s Chief Information Officer (CIO), is in
charge of this task. Her objective is to keep all in-
ternal services operational and as as frictionless to
use as possible during and after the transition. Bella
finds that the teams to be consolidated have been us-
ing different public and private cloud infrastructures
for different operations deep within their structure.
This necessitates major changes to the underlying
logic that handles task automation, service provisi-
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oning, resource management, etc.
• An online gaming startup Casus is rapidly expand-
ing its user base. The cloud allows Casus to con-
sume an increasing amount of resources as and
when required, which is extremely advantageous.
However, the cloud does not necessarily aid in pro-
viding an optimized service to users who are not rel-
atively close to any cloud datacenters, such as those
in the Arabian Gulf region, western Africa, or cen-
tral Asia. In order to cater to such users, Casus has
to use innovative techniques to maintain high qual-
ity of experience (QoE). One such technique is to
expand the housing of logic and data beyond any
one CSP, but instead to be able to relocate on de-
mand to local CSPs whilst maintaining service op-
eration across the different infrastructure substrata.
A common thread to these scenarios is change to the
predetermined plan relating to service provisioning, use,
or management. Different parts of the application (virtu-
alized infrastructure manager, load balancer, etc.) would
need to be changed to call different APIs. Change is, of
course, part of business. Hence, the need for cross-cloud
systems grows greater as industries and societies increas-
ingly use the cloud. Such change, however, entails fun-
damental changes to the communication behaviour to
accommodate different semantics, charging model, and
SLA terms. This is the core cross-cloud challenge.
Another commonality is the need to be free from long-
term commitment. Many consumers choose the cloud for
agility and elasticity. In the past few years, this was re-
stricted to the boundaries of a single CSP but currently
the trend is to transcend different CSPs. A recent sur-
vey [6] discovered that the “ability to move data from
one service to another” ranked very highly as a concern
raised by private sector SMEs and large organisations
that use the cloud.
As such, a number of works in academia and industry
have attempted to tackle this challenge using different
strategies. Before attempting to categorize these works,
it is perhaps important to point out the obvious: This is
not a thesis for a universally uniform provisioning sys-
tem. First, such “uber cloud” is unrealistic given the
commercial nature of the market. Second, we believe it
to be healthy to have a diverse cloud market where each
provider brings a unique mix of specialized services that
cater to a certain niche of the market.
3 Cross-cloud Dictionary
We identify four types of cross-cloud systems (Table 3)
based on the prevalence in the literature and from experi-
ence running the CrossCloud1 workshop series. We aim
to provide some clarity about the terminology, and to use
this moving forwards when discussing challenges.
3.1 Hybrid Clouds
Hybrid clouds are inherently made up of dissimilar parts.
It is the responsibility of the system developer amalga-
mate these sub-clouds for the purposes of their applica-
tion. This involves some logic to determine which sub-
cloud is to be employed and when. Such policy is cou-
pled to the rest of the application to some degree, and
could be implemented as a separate module within the
application or as a self-standing proxy between the ap-
plication and the underlying clouds. In all cases, how-
ever, the policy enforcing element of the application will
eventually interface with a finite set of cloud APIs. Such
hardwiring is costly if the said APIs are altered after ap-
plication development. Another hidden cost seldom dis-
cussed emerges from the forward design incurred to pre-
determine the exact sub-clouds to be employed. This is
a crucial step to minimize the chance of changing the set
of sub-clouds after application deployment.
Although hybrid cloud architectures are abundant,
their highly customized nature does not necessarily lend
them to reuse by others.
3.2 Multi-Clouds
Like hybrid clouds, multi-cloud systems build applica-
tions by employing different autonomous systems. How-
ever, in this model management is achieved via abstrac-
tion which relieves some of the cross-cloud responsibil-
ity from the end system developer. It also introduces a
level of portability, a shortcoming of hybrid systems.
There are different forms of multi-clouds such as com-
mon programming models and API translation libraries.
In either case, agreement on a least common denomina-
tor API between the different cloud systems supported by
such abstraction environments does mean loss of some
specialized services. Any need outside the unified ab-
stract API2 (e.g., billing) hence needs to be addressed
individually by the developer.
A notable example is the mOSAIC programming
model [22]. Most of the traction multi-cloud engineering
has had, however, came through the use of open source
API translation libraries such as Libcloud, a Python
toolkit that provides abstraction to 35+ compute and data
service offerings. Alternatives include jClouds (Java),
Fog (Ruby), DeltaCloud (Ruby), and pkgcloud (node.js).
Multi-cloud solutions could also operate at the net-
working level, creating an illusion of a single address
space across multiple sub-infrastructures. An example
is Neti3 developed by Instagram to ease migration from
Amazon EC2 to Facebook data centers.
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Table 1: The different types of cross-cloud systems.
Hybrid Cloud Multi-Cloud Meta-Cloud Federated Cloud
Similarity of
sub-clouds
Dissimilar Similar Similar Very similar, with
agreement
Abstraction None Some High Very high
Provisioning
Means
Bespoke logic Least common denominator API
via a common programming
















3.3 Meta-Clouds (or inter-clouds)
Meta-clouds shift the responsibility even further away
from the application developer, offering both abstrac-
tion and delegation. Meta-clouds are typically deployed
through third party brokers that provide loosely-coupled
interaction as a managed service [24]. Such brokers han-
dle the discovery of suitable resources and subsequent
life cycle management.
Some of these brokers evolved from meta-schedulers
in grid computing where fine-grained infrastructure in-
strumentation is out-sourced to a centralized scheduler.
An example is the work by Tordsson et al. [26] on a bro-
ker that optimizes placement and management of VMs
across infrastructures. Other efforts approach brokerage
by being more engrained into the application develop-
ment process. The Optimis Toolkit prototype [12] con-
structs services as a configuration of core elements using
a programming model and runtime. Each element is at-
tached to a set of functional and non-functional require-
ments that are to be honoured by a central deployment
manager that negotiates suitable resources.
3.4 Cloud Federations
A common condition in all of the above models is the
lack of agreement amongst the sub-clouds. Federated
clouds, on the other hand, achieve distribution through
agreement that could be manifested as compliance to
standard interfaces and/or data formats.
To highlight one example from academia, Celesti et
al. [5] envisioned that CSPs will federate horizontally to
gain market share and to further improve their capabili-
ties by harnessing economies of scale. The Cross-Cloud
Federation Manager (CCFM) is the solution they put for-
ward to bridge the gaps between different providers, and
is based on three stages: discovery, match-making and
authentication. The solution is to be adopted by an CSP
as a middleware to enable federation with other CSPs.
Standardisation efforts have aimed at creating a uni-
fied interface for working with resources and services
across vendors. Examples include: the Cloud Infras-
tructure Management Interface (CIMI) [8], the Open
Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) [19], the Topology
and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications
(TOSCA) [3], and the Cloud Data Management Inter-
face (CDMI) [1]. Other efforts have attempted to de-
velop minimalistic APIs to support the most common in-
teractions; e.g., [9, 15]. Despite the presence of cloud
standardisation groups, their efforts are yet to pay off in
terms of wide market adoption [21]. The major CSPs
probably see standards as giving customers the opportu-
nity to effortlessly switch to competitors.
4 Challenges
We have elucidated how building cross-cloud systems
does not come without cost. Until the rise of cost-
effective brokerage services that a developer can offload
the cross-cloud burden to, there will remain a signifi-
cant development effort required to enable applications
to seamlessly cross cloud boundaries. Additional costs
and aftermaths are discussed here.
4.1 Developer Preferences
The choice between cross-cloud solutions is a trade off,
in which the application at hand plays an obviously big
role. The development trade off boils down to the amount
of flexibility required and the extent of time available.
Hybrid clouds provide the most flexibility as the devel-
oper can build a custom tailored infrastructure using na-
tive APIs from any provider as and when required. On
the other hand, this is a relatively significant develop-
ment effort for some projects. Multi-cloud solutions are
favourable in terms of saving some of the developer’s
time when handling different APIs. The disadvantage,
however, is the restriction to the least common denom-
inator API. This is suitable for most applications, as is
evident in the use of libraries such as Libcloud, but does
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not go the full distance for others looking for deep con-
trol of their infrastructure. Another factor to bear in mind
is the need to keep such libraries up to date with the latest
APIs. Meta-clouds provide even more abstraction to the
developer at the cost of less control, but these solutions
are currently lacking in the market as will be discussed in
§4.3. Finally, infrastructure management through cloud
federation is perhaps the easiest for a developer, but are
yet to be widely adopted by the major CSPs.
4.2 Value-added Services
By definition, building a cross-cloud application using
any of the solutions discussed in §3 results in a system
that is somewhat unhinged from the underlying infras-
tructure. To the developer, this incurs additional over-
head in terms of manually managing infrastructure re-
sources. Using high level added-value CSP services
(such as AWS ElastiCache or Google DataFlow) become
less of an option as they tether the system to a certain
ecosystem. It is exactly this sort of binding that unin-
tentionally grows with time, building a gravity towards a
certain CSP above others.
This cost is the reason why to many building cross-
cloud applications might be great as a concept but is in
fact unlikely. In a sense, it dissolves the golden promise
of the cloud computing paradigm as proffered by CSPs:
“don’t worry about the hardware, we’ll take care of it;
you just focus on your application”.
4.3 Mind the Broker Gap
Another unsavoury reality is the state of the broker-
age market. Despite the huge appeal for customers
and the seemingly incessant forecasts about its potential
(cf. [2, 14]), the market is in fact hopelessly slim. This
could be attributed to a number of reasons, not least of
which is entrusting a seemingly opaque third party (bro-
ker) to have huge influence about how the customer deals
with a larger and even more opaque body (CSP). How-
ever, we find that this is not the core problem as evident
by abundance of brokers in other markets that portray
similar settings (e.g., airline ticketing). The ‘key dis-
abler’ here is expertise. A business that possesses the
in-house expertise to manage different cloud infrastruc-
tures in a hybrid cloud setup (e.g., Netflix) does not need
to spend additionally on brokerage provided by a third
party. In fact, an in-house built system would naturally
be much more informed, customized and flexible.
This argument then suggests that companies that do
not have such expertise internally (e.g., young startups)
are perhaps the prime consumers of cloud brokerage ser-
vices. Alas, such SMEs are primarily focusing on market
definition and horizontal expansion, and thus might not
have cross-cloud computing as a priority.
Consequently, the brokerage business model is diffi-
cult leaving this market quite narrow [4]. Additional
added value is required for the brokers to exist. We dis-
cuss one such added value in §5.1.
5 Opportunities
In light of the highlighted trends and challenges, we now
discuss some of the main opportunities and associated
open questions. We exclude the subject of standard adop-
tion as it has been well covered by others (cf. [25]).
5.1 Strategic Decision Making
Customers moving between CSPs (and indeed those en-
tering the market) need assistance in choosing the right
services for their requirements and constraints. This cre-
ates an opportunity for non-partisan consulting services
that provide automated recommendations about which
cloud services to use, and when and where to migrate.
Recent advancements in machine learning provide
great opportunities here. Such sophisticated decision
making has been until very recently hindered by the
cost of benchmarking data. However, cloud performance
metrics are now relatively inexpensive: e.g., NewRelic4,
ThousandEyes5, and CloudHarmony6. The evidence-
based consulting frameworks envisaged here would en-
able additional services such as arbitrage and life cycle
management, improving the brokerage market prospects.
• How to harness performance metrics to gain knowl-
edge in different domains? i.e. between different
CSPs, between different customer applications.
• What is the best way of quantifying the cost of mi-
grating between CSPs?
• How to provide strategic consultation for a large
number of customers while avoiding/minimizing
thrashing and maximizing overall utility?
5.2 Crowd-sourced Cloud Knowledge
Companies such as NewRelic and ThousandEyes (men-
tioned in the previous subsection) make a business out of
finding user-reported cloud performance metrics. Cloud-
Harmony perturbed the market by openly disseminating
benchmarking data they collect. In a cross-cloud capa-
ble world, such information is transformative as it allows
users to vote “with their feet”, switching providers when-
ever they do not receive the service they are paying for.
Furthermore, cloud metrics are becoming even more
accessible and comparable using tools such as Google’s
open source PerfKit7. This allows customers to quantify
and compare experiences about CSP usage, potentially
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creating a crowd-sourced knowledge base. Further, Mi-
crosoft is leading the way in obtaining billing informa-
tion via an API8.
The next logical step is to provide means of veri-
fying whether SLAs are breached or not. Indeed, re-
searchers’ attention has started to turn towards means of
programmatically verifying SLAs [16]. Coupled with
crowd-sourced cloud knowledge, this would empower
customers and help them make informed choices about
competing services. It also has the potential to change
the market by putting pressure on CSPs and increase
competitiveness.
• How can we accumulate knowledge of how end
users consume resources and the QoS they experi-
ence? Could this knowledge be matched with appli-
cation profiles and usage context to provide a fine-
grained insight into cloud performance?
• Could such community knowledge be used to verify
SLAs in an automated manner?
• What would the effect of such evidence-based cul-
ture be on the distribution of market share between
the different major and small CSPs? How would it
affect their service offerings and pricing, if at all?
5.3 Edge Market Places
The need for cross-cloud computing towards the edge of
the network is increasingly important as more resources
are available nearer to the end users [27, 13]. This is es-
pecially true for locations where users are geographically
distant from data centers [10], e.g., emerging economies
with rapidly growing consumer markets but with no close
data centers. This puts such promising markets at a dis-
advantage. Major CSPs are racing to set up data cen-
tres in such areas (cf. [20]). However, such expansion is
a highly expensive, long term investment. Moreover, it
cannot reach all users due to the sheer speed of growth
of certain markets. Hence, there is a need for deploying
cloud applications towards the edge.
This has been discussed for a few years under differ-
ent names including ‘cloudlets’ and ‘offloading’. How-
ever, previous efforts have been primarily motivated by
the convergence of mobile and cloud computing and as
such were focused on housing particular application ar-
chitectures (e.g., backend for mobile services) in an en-
vironment with certain stakeholders, such as ISPs. What
we discuss here is fundamentally different. Cross-cloud
computing at the edge is growing from the bottom up
where the application could practically be of any type
or scale, and the stakeholders are largely the consumers
themselves. In such ecosystem, there is room for form-
ing ‘community clouds’ as well as for entrepreneurs to
provide ‘mini-clouds’ to serve small communities. This,
in essence, is the rise of fog computing: the diminishing
reliance on the cloud data centers and the growth of het-
erogeneous computing infrastructures nearer to the end
users.
• How to piece together dissimilar cloud blocks to
form a larger pool of resources without barriers?
• What solutions are needed to enable applications to
easily straddle infrastructures in a hybrid fashion?
• How to minimize gravity to any infrastructure and
ease difficulties of moving between infrastructures?
• Could major CSPs enter the fog market by provid-
ing services outside of their mega-data centers?
5.4 Migration Vehicles
Undoubtedly, virtualization plays a fundamental role in
cloud computing, enabling the dynamic provisioning of
bespoke environments. However, VMs as packaged
memory and disk state are too expensive for cross-cloud
purposes, both in network and operation terms. Con-
tainers (e.g., Docker9 and rkt10) and unikernels [17] pro-
vide lightweight alternatives that offer a lot of promise.
These are much more appropriate as portable vehicles
to (re)deploy applications. VMs provide immutable in-
frastructure which is cumbersome to modify and man-
age once the VMs are ‘baked’. In contrast, containers
and unikernels have good exposure to the developer and
are thus much more easily controllable. They are also
well integrated with different infrastructure management
tools like Puppet and Vagrant. In addition, containers and
unikernels are much more efficient in sharing resources
at the OS level compared to hardware virtualization by
hypervisors. In effect, this opens up migration possibili-
ties with more hosting destinations.
• Which of these technologies is the best vehicle for
migrating different workloads?
• How to create stateful containers to transfer opera-
tional workloads across with ease and still maintain
the low network cost of current containers?
• What does the life cycle management of containers
and unikernels across disparate host infrastructures
look like? Could we learn from solutions developed
for managing VMs?
6 Concluding Remarks
We gave an overview of cross-cloud computing, putting
forward a dictionary to formalize the differences between
the solutions proposed in the literature. We also dis-
cussed challenges and opportunities unravelled by the
emergence of cross-cloud solutions. Cloud computing
began and remains an industry-driven domain, but there
is plenty of room for work done by system engineers not
necessarily working with the big cloud players.
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